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Crime and place
• Crime is highly concentrated at micro-places
▫ 5% of street segments account for 50% of crime
▫ Sherman et al. (1989), and subsequent work
• Similar to Wolfgang et al. (1972) and chronic 
offenders
• Subset of crime and place literature investigates 
the trajectories of places
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Trajectories of crime at places
• Seattle
▫ The first such study
▫ Group-based trajectory modeling
▫ Weisburd, Groff, Yang, Morris, Bushway, and Lum
▫ Crime is remarkably stable at places
▫ Small set of street segments accounted for crime 
drop (14 percent)
▫ Because of spatial heterogeneity
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Trajectories of crime at places
• Boston
▫ Braga, Hureau, Papachristos
▫ Growth curve regression models
▫ Most trajectories are stable
▫ Robbery decline in Boston was a result of changes
at a small group of micro places
▫ Micro places is important because of spatial
heterogeneity
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Trajectories of crime at places
• Vancouver
▫ Curman, Andresen, Brantingham
▫ GBTM and k-means longitudinal
▫ Similar to Seattle
▫ All street segments stable or decreasing
▫ Approximately 30% accounted for 40% crime 
drop in Vancouver
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Trajectories of crime at places
• Albany
▫ Wheeler, Worden, McLean
▫ Zero-inflated Poisson trajectories
▫ Similar to previous research, most similar to 
Vancouver
▫ All clusters follow citywide trend in crime: 40% of 
streets had crime decline by 35 %
▫ Clustering of trajectories: positive spatial 
autocorrelation for high and low trajectories
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Where do we need to go from here?
• Incorporate crime at all locations
▫ Similar to Braga et al. and Wheeler et al., include 
crime at intersections
• Consider disaggregate crime types
▫ Braga et al.: robbery and gun violence
▫ Wheeler et al.: Part I and II UCR
▫ Seattle and Vancouver: all crime
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Current analysis
• Vancouver, 1991 – 2006
• K-means trajectories
• Street segments and intersections
• Disaggregate crime types: assault, burglary, 
other (homicide, arson, drug arrests), robbery, 
theft from vehicle, theft, theft of vehicle, 
aggregate 
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Conclusions
• Significant crime drop in Vancouver
▫ Relatively stable relative frequencies of crime types
• Crime is concentrated, even when only considering 
places that have crime
• Different crime types have very different trajectories
• Spatial patterns of trajectories also vary 
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